Simplified plasmid rescue of host sequences adjacent to integrated proviruses.
We have previously described a Moloney murine leukemia retroviral (MoMLV) vector useful for the generation of anchored long-range maps of complex mammalian genomes. We now report the development of a modified vector carrying the ColE1 origin of replication and the chloramphenicol-resistance (CmR) gene to facilitate the recovery of genomic sequences adjacent to integrated proviruses. We demonstrate the utility of this new vector for the rescue in plasmid form of a 6-kb human fragment containing portions of an Alu element adjacent to the proviral 3'-LTR from an infected human primary fibroblast clone. We generated a sequence-tagged site (STS) from the derived sequence outside the Alu element, and used a somatic cell hybrid mapping panel to assign this STS to human chromosome 10 by a polymerase chain reaction-based assay. We suggest that this new CmR vector will be useful for recovering sequences of genes interrupted by proviral insertion, to generate directional maps with respect to the inserted provirus using the single cleavage sites within the vector, and to generate site-specific STS for defining and mapping the integration site.